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Two of the most controversial questions concerning mantle behaviour concern the great depth of cratonic tecto- spheric
keels (e.g. [1, 2]) and whether the base of the upper mantle is a substantial barrier to flow [3]. Individually the
arguments for each are indecisive and have hitherto been regarded as the province of seismologists and mantle
modellers. But if both are true we can by-pass these physical arguments because there should be major dynamical
consequences for plate motions, susceptible to direct observation [4]. We will here develop further the author´ s recent
contention [4-7] that both are true.
The point is that if the 660 is indeed a barrier to mantle flow and keels extend nearly that far we need to ask: (a) Where
does the mantle come from to put beneath a widening ocean? and (b) Where does it go as two cratons approach one
another? Here we seek observation-anchored answers to each.
In an Atlantic-Arctic context we find three examples of (a). First, the widely-evident eastward motions of the Caribbean
and Scotia Sea plates appears to record the eastward flow, at depth, of mantle to put beneath the widening S Atlantic.
Second, the intra-Eocene Eureka folding from Ellesmere Island to Svalbard, across northern Greenland, is seen [4] as
due to drag upon Greenland´ s keel by mantle being drawn to put under the widening Eurasia Basin. Significantly the
compression began at the moment Greenland became detached on both sides and ended when the NE Atlantic offered a
sufficient gap for the flow. Third, before this gap appeared, mantle flow had to use the West Siberian gap between
cratonic keels, assisting India´ s northward flight to Himalayan collision. This drag/suction has compressed Asia as never
before and is still evident around southern India as by far the deepest dent in the geoid (>100m) and much N-S
compressive seismicity there.
In an Alpide belt setting we have a complex example of (b). My recent studies [8, 9] show that the Western Alps were
primarily the result of up to 250km westward motion of northern Adria/Italy in the early Oligocene, using a
formerly-straight Insubric-Pusteria-Gailtal fault-Line, before differential compression of the Eastern Alps caused the
Giudicaria offset. This dextral motion is recorded in a shear zone extending all the way to the Black Sea in the Danube
delta area, north of the probably Neo-Archaean Moesian block, long known for its mysterious westward índenter
behaviour. Westward flow of mantle from between the converging Arabian and Russian tectospheres in the Caucasus
has evidently driven this motion by impinging upon the cratonic keel of Moesia, opening the western Black Sea, and it
may explain the present deep seismicity below the SE Carpathians (Vrancea). This westward motion, ultimately of the
entire Balkan Peninsula, appears first (mid-K) to have built the N-S volcanic and granitic arc on the W side of Moesia,
progressing westward to the Dinarides and finally (Oligocene) to the Western Alps and Apennines. Thus the dominantly
N-S closure of Africa and Eurasia now yields a mechanism for the broadly concurrent E-W components of compression
in the Alpide belt.
Answers to three questions raised by these findings will be briefly outlined.
A. How is the implied mantle ´ suction´ generated by the MOR process?
B. What is the character and origin of the evidently immobile subcratonic mantle beyond ˜ 200km depth which has such
deceptive seismic properties?
C. If the Earth now has a 2-layer mantle, when and how did it change from the whole-mantle convective pattern surely
driven by the high heat generation in the early Earth? The answer is highly significant for us all. The interval 2.49-2.2Ga
marks the convective hiatus during the changeover. MOR collapse and sea-level fall led to lower atmospheric CO2,
glaciations during 2.45-2.3Ga and the Great Oxygenation Event at ˜ 2.3Ga when oxgenic life had finally won its battle
against the reducing chemical action of MORs. In this sense, therefore, we all are the living proof of that changeover.
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